
HOW TO WRITE A KEY ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT PLAN

Learn how to craft a key account management strategy, hire a KAM team description template); How to write a key
account management plan.

Phase 3 â€” Growing The final phase puts all the information into motion and continues to measure what has
been developed. One way to accomplish this is to establish executive sponsorship programmes in which your
senior executives build peer-to-peer relationships with executives in your strategic accounts. This influence
helps fortify the relationship and accelerate decision-making, and protects you from changes in executive
leadership or company strategy. Always Reassess Very rarely will a strategic account management plan work
for years and years without needing to be readdressed. Moreover, almost a quarter  What Strengths can they
benefit from? These skills can be developed, but many require specialized training and coaching to become
truly authentic, confident, and effective in the role. Although they may help raise your profile and improve
your marketing, it may be too difficult to make these accounts profitable enough to merit the resources you
need to grow a true strategic account. The only way to achieve real success is to adopt a formal plan, where
KAM is a necessity, rather than an option. What are the key trends in their industry? Use this checklist as a
guide. Develop Trust Because trust is the foundation of all relationships, both personal and business, your
second step will be to show your client or customer that you are serious about helping them fulfill their needs
and desires. Create and Work your Plan Use your strategic account plan as a guide to proactively produce your
intended results. Determine your Selling Approach Consolidate the above insights the critical strategies and
actions necessary to succeed. What is your strategy to leverage current successes? Within this phase, there are
four key steps. Here, we provide an 8-step guide that will put you on the right path to KAM success. What
type of opportunities will you concentrate on? Too often, account plans are more fantasy than reality â€” many
organisations go through an annual account planning exercise and then forget to execute the plan. For
example, a unique business model or capabilities.


